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PreMatch
● Call or text each crew member - discuss your jersey color/style, walk to field 

dressed and ready

● Pregame with your crew - at least 30min early, 

● Head injuries - stop the play and get trained professionals immediately

● Use the signals - stop the clock, indirect, throw-in direction, corner etc.

● Leave quickly AFTER signing any paperwork needed



PreMatch 2
● Congratulate them - but that’s it

● Don't get pulled into conversations about - what was your best game, where 

do you live, how do you call this or that - it’s a trap!

● Captains meeting - keep it short - to the point 

● “You can’t get in trouble for things you don't say”

● Coin toss - know who is home and visitor; winner gets choice

● Head injuries - find the medical professional before the match

● Overtimes are 10min each - golden goal, sudden victory.



Clarifications ‘21
● The clock is stopped at 2min in each half by the clock operator - if one is there.  If the leading team substitutes under 5 

min remaining in the game - the clock is stopped. If both teams sub, the clock is stopped

● There is no added time in High school soccer - as the official time is on the field, count out the last 10 seconds - LOUDLY

● Earnings covered by tape are not allowed - this is a player safety issue and not gender specific - officials may not wear 

earrings during a game 

● A throw-in that does not cross the entire line is - restricted by the opposing team at the same place the original throwin was 

attempted. (NFHS)

● Casts may be worn if not dangerous to the players or other players and is well wrapped (pg 25) - referee has final say



Clarifications ‘21
● A ball is live when it is kicked and moves - in your opinion ~ not a rotation or 

any other term
● A goal kick must have all offensive players outside the penalty area; when the 

ball is kicked and ‘moves’ it may be played while still in the penalty area
● A GK releasing the ball like a throw-in does NOT have to have both feet on the 

ground
● A ‘pass back’ to the GK must be ‘deliberate’ in your opinion
● There is no such thing as a high kick or playing it on the ground - it is called a 

dangerous play



Assistant Referees
● Use proper mechanics
● Stay outside the touchlines 


















